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Lower growth and coronavirus weigh on oil prices
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2020F and maintain USD65/bbl for 2021-2023F period. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) cut
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its 2020 global growth forecast from 3.5% to 3.3% in its January report. Furthermore, the consensus
is that the coronavirus outbreak could have a negative short-term impact on global GDP and
therefore weigh on global oil consumption. In particular, according to Bloomberg and experts
knowledgeable about China’s energy industry, China’s oil demand has dropped by about three
million bpd – or 20% of China’s total consumption – as coronavirus has impacted the country’s
economy. OPEC+ is considering to conduct a meeting without yet understanding the impact of
coronavirus on oil demand and how much further the oil production cuts cut could be.
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Brent oil price plunged 20% over the past month. The price of Brent crude oil plunged by
approximately 20% to USD55/bbl in January, which was mainly due to the impact of coronavirus.
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Lower oil prices have hurt five oil & gas stocks while benefitting fertilizer and power plants.
With our new oil price base case, we see downside risk to GAS and upside risk to DPM.
Furthermore, we see limited negative impact on PVD, PVS, PLX and BSR, limited positive impact
on POW and NT2 and almost no impact on PVT. We are not adjusting earnings forecasts or target
prices for now, but we will factor in our revised oil price forecasts in our forthcoming company
updates following Q4 2019 results.
Lower oil prices also benefit aviation stocks as fuel costs account for 30-40% of airlines’ total
costs. However, we believe this effect is will only last for the short term due to intensified competition
in the industry. Moreover, with the outbreak of coronavirus in China, HVN and VJC have temporarily
shut down all routes connecting to destinations in mainland China. According to the Civil Aviation
Administration of Vietnam (CAAV), VJC and HVN have 87 regular routes to destinations in China
with a frequency of 401 flights per week. We believe the impact of coronavirus will be significant for
these two airlines, especially in Q1 2020, pending a fuller review. Tire manufacturers are another
beneficiary of lower oil prices as the prices of key input materials (e.g., black carbon and synthetic
rubber) are highly correlated with oil prices.
Figure 1: Impact of oil price forecast changes on stocks under our coverage
Current share
price (VND/sh)

Current target
price (VND/sh)

Upside/downside risk

Dividend
yield %

Projected
TSR %

Gas trading & distribution

82,000

Oil & gas service provider

12,200

109,500

Downside risk

7.9%

41.5%

16,500

Slight downside risk

0.0%

35.2%

PVS

Oil & gas service provider

15,700

25,300

Slight downside risk

6.4%

67.5%

BSR

Refinery

7,700

11,100

Slight downside risk

4.5%

48.7%

PLX

Petroleum distributor

50,700

68,600

Slight downside risk

5.9%

41.2%

PVT

Crude oil & petroleum transporter

12,700

21,700

No impact

7.9%

78.7%

VJC

Aviation

129,000

160,800

Insignificant upside risk

3.9%

28.5%

HVN

Aviation

26,700

40,000

Insignificant upside risk

3.7%

53.6%

POW

Gas & coal-fired power

9,500

16,300

Slight upside risk

3.2%

74.8%

NT2

Gas-fired power

19,000

27,200

Slight upside risk

12.1%

55.3%

DPM

Fertilizer (urea producer)

11,550

15,000

Upside risk

8.7%

38.5%

DRC

Rubber

22,500

24,400

Upside risk

2.2%

10.7%

Ticker

Sector

GAS
PVD
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Oil prices deteriorated in January due to coronavirus outbreak
In December 2019, oil prices surged thanks to a steeper production cut made by OPEC+ in addition
to escalating tensions between the US and Iran, which both threatened supply. In contrast, oil prices
plunged by approximately 20% during January, which was mainly due to Coronavirus.
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Figure 2: Historical Brent crude oil price movements (USD/bbl)
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Worsening global economic growth outlook poses threat to global oil
demand
Recently, there have been several developments that signal a weakening crude oil demand outlook.
Firstly, in January 2020, the IMF revised down its global growth forecasts for 2020 and 2021.
Specifically, the IMF cut its 2020 global growth forecast to 3.3% from its previous forecast of 3.5%
that was made in its October 2019 report. Moreover, Brexit being officially entered into force on
January 31, 2020, could also have a negative impact on global growth. While the UK and European
Union have started to negotiate a new free trade deal, 2020 has become a transition year with rising
uncertainties regarding lower business and consumer confidence, supply chain reassessments,
declining investments and a direct reduction of trade.
Secondly, the crude oil demand outlook has also been threatened by the recent coronavirus
outbreak that has spread from China to around 20 other countries. Disruptions in the supply chain
and travel suspensions are expected to weigh on the Chinese economy. In late January 2020,
Goldman Sachs said the coronavirus outbreak will likely hit China’s economic growth by 0.4 ppt in
2020 while also potentially dragging the US economy. Goldman Sachs forecasts that the outbreak
could cut China’s oil demand by more than 250,000 barrels per day (bpd) – or 0.025% of total global
oil demand – in the first quarter of 2020. In early February, according to Bloomberg and experts
knowledgeable about the Chinese energy industry, China’s oil demand has dropped by about three
million bpd – or 20% of China’s total consumption – as coronavirus has impacted the country’s
economy. Meanwhile, Nomura International Ltd predicts that coronavirus may slash China’s GDP
growth by more than two ppts from the 6.1% recorded in 2019.
We note that on January 15, 2020, China's Vice Premier Liu He and US President Donald Trump
signed the US–China Phase One trade deal in Washington, DC, which could partially help oil price
demand.
See important disclosure at the end of this document
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On the supply side, Saudi Arabia has opened discussion about moving an upcoming policy meeting
to early February from March in order to address the impact of coronavirus on crude demand. On
December 6, 2019, OPEC and Russia agreed to cut oil production further by 500,000 bpd; this cut
is effective from January 1, 2020 to the end of March 2020. The additional cut brings the total
production cut agreement to 1.7 million bpd (~1.7% of global supply). In addition, Saudi Arabia has
also promised to continue its voluntary cut for an additional 400,000 bpd, bringing the total potential
cut to 2.1 million bpd.
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We believe that oil prices will remain under negative pressure in H1 2020, not only due to
coronavirus, but also due to global oversupply that was projected by the International Energy
Agency (IEA) in December 2019.
Figure 3: Global oil supply and demand (mb/d)
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Oil price consensus
Our new 2020F oil price base case is 6.3% lower than the consensus, which we attribute to these
oil price forecasts not yet factoring the impact of recent signs of weakening global crude oil demand.
Meanwhile, we maintain an oil price of USD65 for the 2021-2024F period as we expect coronavirus
to have a short-term impact on global crude oil demand.
Figure 4: Average Brent oil price consensus (USD/bbl)
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Lower oil prices hurt five oil & gas stocks while
benefitting fertilizer, power plant and aviation stocks
HOLD
Figure 5: Current target prices and expected impact on companies under our coverage
Ticker

Current target price
(VND/share)

Upside/downside risk to
our forecast

Explanation

GAS

109,500

Downside risk

Direct impact. Lower oil prices imply lower output gas prices for GAS as output
gas prices are linked to fuel oil prices (FO), which have a strong correlation
with crude oil prices.

PVD

16,500

Slight downside risk

Indirect impact. Lower oil prices could slow down exploration and production
activities and lead to a slower pace of recovery for jack-up day rates.

Slight downside risk

Indirect impact. Lower oil prices would affect PVS as it could lower service
prices as well as lead to fewer signed contracts. We note that PVS is less
linked to oil prices than PVD due to its diversified business portfolio that
includes ships, ports, floating oil storage and mechanics & construction,
among other business areas.

Slight downside risk

Lower input crude oil prices will lead to lower output prices across products,
and vice versa. In theory, a change in crude oil prices should not impact BSR;
however, high volatility in crude oil prices has previously had a negative impact
on BSR. In addition, BSR has a smaller competitive advantage from a reduced
difference between domestic and imported gasoline prices. Currently,
imported gasoline is taxed 10% while BSR’s gasoline is not taxed.

PVS

BSR

25,300

11,100

PLX

68,600

Slight downside risk

Theoretically, if oil prices drop, then it will negatively affect PLX due to a lagged
effect between 30-day inventory and the 15-day selling price adjustment.
However, the impact of oil price volatility also largely depends on the
company’s ability to manage input sources/inventory. Therefore, we currently
foresee slight downside risk.

PVT

21,700

No impact

PVT’s exposure to oil prices is limited as its bunker expense is passed through
to clients thanks to long-term contracts with BSR.

VJC

160,800

Insignificant upside risk

Fuel costs account for around 40% VJC’s total costs. As a result, lower oil
prices would have a positive impact on the company’s profitability. However,
we think the impact of the coronavirus outbreak in China on the airline sector
may be a net negative as VJC temporarily shut down routes to destinations in
mainland China.

HVN

40,000

Insignificant upside risk

Around 30% of HVN’s total costs are jet fuel costs. Therefore, HVN should be
a beneficiary of lower oil prices. Nevertheless, temporary cancelations of
routes to cities in mainland China as coronavirus may bring a net negative
impact to the company.

POW

16,300

Slight upside risk

POW benefits from our lower oil price assumptions, but the impact is limited
as 70-80% of Nhon Trach 1 & NT2’s sales volume is still contracted with 100%
gas costs being passed through to buyers.

Slight upside risk

Lower oil and LNG price assumptions have minimal positive impact on NT2
given: (1) 70%-80% of NT2’s sales volume in 2020-2023 is still contracted
volume with 100% of gas costs being passed through to buyers; and (2) as a
lower LNG assumption positively affects NT2’s earnings forecast – however,
the impact only comes from 2023.

NT2

27,200

DPM

15,000

Upside risk

Direct impact. Input costs are directly pegged to oil prices, so DPM is positively
impacted by cheaper input costs given a lower oil price forecast. However,
urea prices are also indirectly influenced by oil prices in the longer term, which
should partially offset the impact of lower input costs.

DRC

24,400

Upside risk

DRC’s main materials – black carbon and synthetic rubber – account for
around 14% and 10% of its total production cost, respectively, and are highly
correlated with oil prices. As a result, lower oil prices could help the company
to maintain its current high profitability.

Source: VCSC estimates.
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Historical oil price forecasts
Figure 6: VCSC’s historical oil price base case forecasts (USD/bbl)
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VCSC Rating System
Stock ratings are set based on projected total shareholder return (TSR), defined as (target price – current price)/current
price + dividend yield, and are not related to market performance.
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Equity rating key

Definition

BUY

If the projected TSR is 20% or higher

OUTPERFORM

If the projected TSR is between 10% and 20%

MARKET PERFORM

If the projected TSR is between -10% and 10%

UNDERPERFORM

If the projected TSR is between -10% and -20%

SELL

If the projected TSR is -20% or lower

NOT RATED

The company is or may be covered by the Research Department but no rating or
target price is assigned either voluntarily or to comply with applicable regulation
and/or firm policies in certain circumstances, including when VCSC is acting in an
advisory capacity in a merger or strategic transaction involving the company.

RATING
SUSPENDED;
COVERAGE TERMINATED

A rating may be suspended, or coverage terminated, if fundamental information is
deemed insufficient to determine a target price or investment rating or due to a
reallocation of research resources. Any previous investment rating and target price
are no longer in effect.

Unless otherwise specified, these performance parameters are set with a 12-month horizon. Movement in share prices
may cause a temporary mismatch between the latest published rating and projected TSR for a stock based on its market
price and the latest published target price.
Target prices are generally based on the analyst's assessment of the stock’s fair value over a 12-month horizon.
However, the target price may differ from the analyst’s fair value if the analyst believes that the market will not price the
stock in line with assessed fair value over the specified time horizon.
Risks: Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely
affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For investment advice,
trade execution or other enquiries, clients should contact their local sales representative.
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Analyst Certification of Independence
We, Tram Ngo and Duong Dinh, hereby certify that the views expressed in this report accurately reflect our personal views about the subject
securities or issuers. We also certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific
recommendations or views expressed in this report. The equity research analysts responsible for the preparation of this report receive
compensation based upon various factors, including the quality and accuracy of research, client feedback, competitive factors, and overall
firm revenues, which include revenues from, among other business units, Institutional Equities and Investment Banking.
VCSC and its officers, directors and employees may have positions in any securities mentioned in this document (or in any
related investment) and may from time to time add to or dispose of any such securities (or investment).VCSC may have, within the last three
years, served as manager or co-manager of a public offering of securities for, or currently may make a primary market in issues of, any or all
of the entities mentioned in this report or may be providing, or have provided within the previous 12 months, significant advice or investment
services in relation to the investment concerned or a related investment.
Copyright 2013 Viet Capital Securities Company “VCSC”. All rights reserved. This report has been prepared on the basis of information
believed to be reliable at the time of publication. VCSC makes no representation or warranty regarding the completeness and accuracy of
such information. Opinions, estimates and projection expressed in this report represent the current views of the author at the date of publication
only. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of VCSC and are subject to change without notice. This report is provided, for information
purposes only, to institutional investors and retail clients of VCSC in Vietnam and overseas in accordance to relevant laws and regulations
explicit to the country where this report is distributed, and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities discussed
herein in any jurisdiction. Investors must make their investment decisions based upon independent advice subject to their particular financial
situation and investment objectives. This report may not be copied, reproduced, published or redistributed by any person for any purpose
without the written permission of an authorized representative of VCSC. Please cite sources when quoting.
U.K. and European Economic Area (EEA): Unless specified to the contrary, issued and approved for distribution in the U.K. and the EEA
by VCSC issued by VCSC has been prepared in accordance with VCSC’s policies for managing conflicts of interest arising as a result of
publication and distribution of investment research. Many European regulators require a firm to establish, implement and maintain such a
policy. This report has been issued in the U.K. only to persons of a kind described in Article 19 (5), 38, 47 and 49 of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons being referred to as "relevant persons"). This document must not
be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is
only available to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. In other EEA countries, the report has been issued to
persons regarded as professional investors (or equivalent) in their home jurisdiction. Australia: This material is issued and distributed by
VCSC in Australia to "wholesale clients" only. VCSC does not issue or distribute this material to "retail clients". The recipient of this material
must not distribute it to any third party or outside Australia without the prior written consent of VCSC. For the purposes of this paragraph the
terms "wholesale client" and "retail client" have the meanings given to them in section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. Hong Kong: The
1% ownership disclosure as of the previous month end satisfies the requirements under Paragraph 16.5(a) of the Hong Kong Code of Conduct
for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission. (For research published within the first ten days of the
month, the disclosure may be based on the month end data from two months prior.) Japan: There is a risk that a loss may occur due to a
change in the price of the shares in the case of share trading, and that a loss may occur due to the exchange rate in the case of foreign share
trading. In the case of share trading, VCSC will be receiving a brokerage fee and consumption tax (shouhizei) calculated by multiplying the
executed price by the commission rate which was individually agreed between VCSC and the customer in advance. Korea: This report may
have been edited or contributed to from time to time by affiliates of VCSC. Singapore: VCSC and/or its affiliates may have a holding in any
of the securities discussed in this report; for securities where the holding is 1% or greater, the specific holding is disclosed in the Important
Disclosures section above. India: For private circulation only, not for sale. Pakistan: For private circulation only, not for sale. New Zealand:
This material is issued and distributed by VCSC in New Zealand only to persons whose principal business is the investment of money or who,
in the course of and for the purposes of their business, habitually invest money. VCSC does not issue or distribute this material to members
of "the public" as determined in accordance with section 3 of the Securities Act 1978. The recipient of this material must not distribute it to
any third party or outside New Zealand without the prior written consent of VCSC. Canada: The information contained herein is not, and under
no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, a public offering, an offer to sell securities described herein, or
solicitation of an offer to buy securities described herein, in Canada or any province or territory thereof. Any offer or sale of the securities
described herein in Canada will be made only under an exemption from the requirements to file a prospectus with the relevant Canadian
securities regulators and only by a dealer properly registered under applicable securities laws or, alternatively, pursuant to an exemption from
the dealer registration requirement in the relevant province or territory of Canada in which such offer or sale is made. The information contained
herein is under no circumstances to be construed as investment advice in any province or territory of Canada and is not tailored to the needs
of the recipient. To the extent that the information contained herein references securities of an issuer incorporated, formed or created under
the laws of Canada or a province or territory of Canada, any trades in such securities must be conducted through a dealer registered in
Canada. No securities commission or similar regulatory authority in Canada has reviewed or in any way passed judgment upon these
materials, the information contained herein or the merits of the securities described herein, and any representation to the contrary is an
offence. Dubai: This report has been issued to persons regarded as professional clients as defined under the DFSA rules. United States:
This research report prepared by VCSC is distributed in the United States to Major US Institutional Investors (as defined in Rule 15a-6 under
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) only by Decker&Co, LLC, a broker-dealer registered in the US (registered under Section
15 of Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended). All responsibility for the distribution of this report by Decker&Co, LLC in the US shall be
borne by Decker&Co, LLC. All resulting transactions by a US person or entity should be effected through a registered broker-dealer in the
US. This report is not directed at you if VCSC Broker or Decker&Co, LLC is prohibited or restricted by any legislation or regulation in any
jurisdiction from making it available to you. You should satisfy yourself before reading it that Decker&Co, LLC and VCSC is permitted to
provide research material concerning investment to you under relevant legislation and regulations.
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